
 MODEL

A++

A++

A++

A++

SEER/SCOPENERGY
CLASS

CAPACITY (kW)

EN0-18/FX+

EN0-12/FX+

EN0-24/FX+

EN0-09/FX+

6,19 / 4,03

6,53 / 4,09

7,00 / 4,19

6,20 / 4,00

3,5

6,7

5,3

2,6

Full specification  - click here
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The minimalist, universal design of the Eno-
mi FX series air conditioner will fit perfectly 
into any interior - it will work well in rooms 
with modern, as well as classic style. 

A Modern contoured front panel with two 
decorative panels breaks the simple form 
of the device. The glossy surface of the ho-
using and the hidden display LEDs emphasi-
se its modern character. 
The device uses the R32 refrigerant, has a 
silence mode, and a high energy class. In 
addition, it is distinguished by its small 
size (width is only 750mm) and the factory 
built IONIZER (COLD PLASMA). Available 
in capacities from 2.5kW to 7kW. The de-
vice has been equipped with a new wire-
less controller, the dimensions of outdoor 
units have been reduced, which makes it 
even more compact.

Unique Product Features

About
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ENERGY CLASS

Air conditioning units with an A++ 
rating are designed to use less energy 
compared to units with lower ratings, 
which can result in significant energy 
savings over time. 

This is because they use advanced 
technology and features such as in-
verter compressors, which can adjust 
the speed of the compressor motor 
according to th e cooling needs of the 
room, thereby reducing energy con-
sumption.

IONIZER

An ionizer air conditioning system is 
a type of air conditioning unit that in-
cludes an ionizer to improve indoor air 
quality. The ionizer works by releasing 
negative ions into the air, which at-
tach themselves to positive ions such 
as dust, pollen, and other pollutants.

As a result, these pollutants become 
heavier and are attracted to surfac-
es such as walls, floors, and furni-
ture, making them easier to remove 
through regular cleaning. In addition, 
the negative ions can also help to neu-
tralize odors and reduce the presence 
of bacteria and viruses in the air.

SPACE SAVING

A 75 cm wide air conditioner is much 
narrower than the average air condi-
tioning unit, making it an ideal choice 
for those who have limited space in 
their home or office. 

This unit can be installed on a wall or 
a window, saving valuable floor space.
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea 
commodo consequat. 

HONEYCOMB FILTER 

Type of air filter that is commonly 
used in air conditioning systems. The 
filter is made up of layers of paper or 
synthetic material that are arranged 
in a honeycomb pattern, which pro-
vides a large surface area for air to 
pass through.

Honeycomb filter can provide several 
advantages for those who are looking 
to improve indoor air quality and re-
duce energy consumption. 

INTELLIGENT WIFI FUNCTION

Create the ideal comfort conditions 
in your space from a distance using 
wifi control with your hand-held de-
vice. 

Enable the app on your device
and connect to the wireless Internet 
at your space to control the function 
you want.

SILENT OPERATION

Due to the high efficiency DC Invert-
er Compressor and DC Fan Motor, 
ENOMI airconditioners can operate 
as low as 19 dB, which is quieter than 
a library. The combination of the air 
tunnel optimization technology, big 
diameter fan and high efficiency DC 
Fan motor contributes to a better air 
distribution and air flow for indoor 
unit with noise as low as 19dB,
providing you with a comfortable 
sleeping environment.

Honeycomb 

filter

Main FX model Features

A++
ionizer

20 DB

75 CM
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